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Abstract

Adverse selection among sellers on eBay is prevalent, as shown by many authors, and ever

since Akerlof [1970], it is known that adverse selection can hinder trade. In this paper, I study

how actors in a marketplace can introduce mechanisms to overcome adverse selection, and I

focus on one mechanism employed by eBay: sellers’ reputation. Using a unique data set that

follows sellers on eBay over time, I show that reputation, according to various measures, is a

major determinant of variations in the prices of homogeneous goods sold on eBay, in particular,

for iPods. Inspired by this observation, I develop a model of firm dynamics where firms have

heterogeneous qualities that are unobservable by consumers. Reputation is used as a signal of

private information to buyers in order to improve allocations. I structurally estimate this model

to uncover deep parameters of buyers’ utility and sellers’ costs as well as sellers’ unobservable

qualities. The estimated model suggests that reputation has a positive effect on the expected

profits of high quality sellers and their market shares. I perform a counterfactual to establish

the value of reputation. Removing reputation mechanisms put in place by eBay significantly

increases the market share of low quality sellers and decreases the market share of high quality

sellers. This will lowers the price in the market which as a result lowers the quantity of items

sold in the market. Finally, buyers’ welfare is significantly improved as a result of the reputation

mechanism.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a surge in the use of online marketplaces, such as eBay and Ama-

zon, where trading occurs in a very decentralized fashion. While these marketplaces have proved

to be popular, they have given rise to asymmetric information problems: sellers can misrepresent

the objects they sell, they can mishandle the shipping of the items sold, etc. Various reputational

mechanisms have been introduced in order to remedy these problems. While the role of reputation

in overcoming adverse selection problems is known (for example: Holmstrom [1999], Mailath and

Samuelson [2001], Board and Meyer-ter Vehn [2010], and Board and Meyer-ter Vehn [2011], among

others), the empirical validation of this claim remains unknown. This paper sheds light on the

value of reputation in overcoming adverse selection by studying reputation among sellers on the

eBay marketplace.

The eBay marketplace, as pointed out by many authors (Resnick et al. [2006], Brown and Morgan

[2006], Lucking-Reiley et al. [2007], Kollock [1999], and Yamagishi and Matsuda [2002], among

others), is plagued by information asymmetries. Moreover, as Bar-Isaac and Tadelis [2008] men-

tion, eBay provides a very good environment for economists to study the effects of reputation on

sellers’ actions and profits. First, economists can observe all the sellers’ characteristics observable

by buyers. Second, sellers and buyers have little to no interactions with each other outside the

eBay website; therefore, buyers do not have additional information about the sellers which is un-

observable to economics. Third, economists can track sellers over time which gives them an extra

information about the sellers which is unobservable to buyers; this information can potentially be

used to estimate underlying model parameters.

In this paper, I base my study on sellers on eBay and use a unique dataset that follows sellers

over time. To show the value of reputation, I first analyze the determinants of price variation in

a set of homogeneous goods (iPods). Second, I develop and estimate a model of sellers’ behavior

over time where they have heterogeneous unobserved qualities and build up their reputation over

time by selling objects and acquiring eBay store status and eBay powerseller status. Finally, using

the estimated model, I perform a counterfactual to analyze the effect of reputation on profits and

market outcome.
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To empirically analyze the role of reputation, I examine the data on sellers of iPods between

2008 and 2009 which contains around 168,000 items sold. The dataset follows sellers on eBay and

collects the number of items sold, the information provided by the sellers on their website, the

final price of items sold, and the sellers’ characteristics. Consistent with other studies about eBay,

there is plenty of variation in the prices of iPods sold. In this context, there are two main variables

of interest that are related to reputation: powerseller status and eBay registered store status. A

seller becomes a powerseller if he/she sells 100 items per month over 3 consecutive months or more

than $1000 worth of goods per month for 3 consecutive months. Moreover, the percentage of their

positive feedback has to be higher than 98%. A seller can acquire an eBay registered store status

by paying a monthly fee of $16-$300 dollars. We can think of powerseller status as a screening

mechanism; by requiring high quantities sold for a certain amount of time, the market can separate

good sellers from bad ones. Similarly, eBay store status can be thought of as a signaling mechanism;

by paying the store fee, high quality sellers are able to signal their type and therefore enjoy higher

profits.

Using these two variables as proxies for reputation, I show that reputation has a significant role in

explaining price variations. In particular, prices of new iPods are positively correlated with reputa-

tion. Among sellers of new iPods, being a powerseller, keeping all the other characteristics of sellers

and item as fixed, increases prices by approximately $5 dollars, while being an eBay store, keeping

all the other characteristics of sellers and item as fixed, increases prices by approximately $6. This

is suggestive evidence that reputation can account for a portion of variation in prices. Although

search costs and other factors can also contribute to price dispersion among identical objects, I

argue that the variation in prices cannot only be accounted for by search costs. Moreover, using

Regression Discontinuity methods, I show that seller’s revenues increase as a result of becoming a

powerseller.

The above empirical analysis, although suggestive, cannot really inform us about the value of

reputation. Reputation or uninformed outsider’s belief about a seller is a dynamic variable that

sellers build over time. Hence, we need a dynamic model of sellers’ reputation in order to estimate

the value of reputation and perform a counterfactual. Using a dynamic model of reputation forma-

tion, one can think about the value of reputation in the current mechanisms put in place by eBay

as well as optimal reputation systems. To do so, I equip standard models of firm dynamics with
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adverse selection and reputation. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to estimate

the value of reputation using a structural model of firm dynamics.

The structural model in this paper consists of two sets of agents: buyers and sellers. Buyers

are short-lived and derive utility from the purchased goods, while sellers are long lived and can sell

different quantities over time. Sellers are heterogeneous in the quality of the goods they are selling.

Quality is defined to be the way buyers derive utility from consumption of the good; the higher the

quality of the object, the higher the buyers’ utility from purchasing one unit of the goods.1 Quality

is assumed to be fluctuating over time; at the beginning of the game, sellers draw their quality type

and future qualities fluctuate around this value in an i.i.d. manner. To capture adverse selection,

I assume that the qualities are privately known to sellers; buyers do not observe the quality of the

object. Moreover, since buyers are short lived, they do not observe the quality of the object bought

by previous buyers from the same seller, i.e., learning through previous observations of quality

cannot happen. It is in line with eBay’s policy: buyers cannot observe the quantities of the objects

sold by sellers.2

In the environment described above, I introduce eBay’s reputation system: eBay store and pow-

erseller status. Sellers with a high quality can choose to pay a monthly fee in order to become eBay

stores. Moreover, sellers should fulfill two requirements to become powersellers: they should sell

more than the threshold, set by eBay, and their quality should be higher than another threshold.

Since buyers value high quality sellers more than others, they realize that they are able to sell more

objects and therefore become powersellers and/or eBay stores. Hence, when facing a powerseller

or an eBay store, buyers change their expectations of the quality of the seller. Knowing the buy-

ers’ behavior, higher quality sellers behave in such a way to become powersellers or eBay stores.

Therefore, this is an equilibrium model of reputation formation and adverse selection.

In order to model the interaction between the sellers, I use the equilibrium concept introduced

by Weintraub et al. [2008]: Oblivious equilibrium. This equilibrium concept assumes that when

making their choice, the sellers do not take into account the choices by other sellers and only take

1Although quality can be thought to affect cost, as it will become clear later, this way of modeling quality helps
in identification of private information.

2Buyers have access to feedback left by previous buyers but this is not a complete history of items sold by a
seller. The same results will go through by assuming the existence of buyers that do not use this information in their
advantage; either because it is costly for them or because they do not take it into account.
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into account a long run stationary aggregate choice by others. This way of modeling the industry

equilibrium makes the model more tractable as opposed to the Markov Perfect Equilibrium con-

cept used by Ericson and Pakes [1995]. This equilibrium concept approximates the Markov Perfect

Equilibrium when the number of sellers becomes large (see Weintraub et al. [2006]).

Recently, there has been an important development in the estimation of dynamic structural models

using a two-step procedure; for example work by Bajari et al. [2007], Aguirregabiria and Mira

[2007], Pakes et al. [2004], and Pesendorfer and Schmidt-Dengler [2003]. In these methods, in two

main steps the deep parameters of the model get estimated without actually solving for the dy-

namic model, e.g. Rust [1987]. In these methods, the first step estimates the reduced form policy

functions and the law of motion for state variables. The second step estimates preference and cost

parameters that rationalize the observed actions of players in the market.

I follow this literature in using a two-step estimator, and specifically I use the approach of Ba-

jari et al. [2007]. The estimation process assumes that the observed data is the outcome of the

sellers’ maximization problem and therefore sellers’ behaviors are their optimal behavior. This

implies that perturbing sellers’ behaviors in various directions can only decrease the sellers’ prof-

its. Thus, using these perturbations, one can estimate deep parameters of the model, for example

cost associated with different actions that sellers are taking. As a first step, I need to estimate

the stochastic process for qualities. To do so, I use the fact that some of the policy functions

are increasing in quality; this relationship allows me to non-parametrically estimate qualities from

quantity choices of sellers. Since each data point in my dataset is an observation of one sale, I

use a non-parametric bi-nomial estimation. As for the estimation of the cost parameters, I min-

imize the loss function with respect to cost parameters. The loss function is defined as the sum

of the occasions that a sellers’ perturbed value function gets higher than the original value function.

Using the above estimated model, I perform a counterfactual to estimate the value of reputa-

tion. In the counterfactual, I remove eBay’s reputation mechanisms. This implies that the problem

solved by the sellers becomes a static problem; there is no dynamic incentive for sellers to change

their behavior. I show that under this change in policy, low quality sellers’ profits increase and high

quality sellers’ profits decrease. Moreover, I show that as a result of removing reputation mech-

anism, market share of low quality sellers increases and the market share of high quality sellers
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decreases. In particular, the change in the policy decreased buyers’ surplus by 60%, total sellers’

profit by 73% and total eBay’s profit by 84%. This suggests that reputation by increasing market

share of high quality sellers, decreases the adverse selection in the marketplace.

Related Literature. This paper contributes to two lines of literature: theoretical papers on

reputation and empirical work on eBay reputation system. Bar-Isaac and Tadelis [2008] have an

excellent summary on both lines of the literature. Although many papers have worked on each of

these two lines of literature, to best of my knowledge, this paper is the first paper to empirically

estimate the role of reputation based on a dynamic model of firm behavior.

Related to this paper is a large literature that studies firm dynamics in a theoretical context:

examples are Jovanovic [1982] ,Hopenhayn [1992], and Ericson and Pakes [1995] among others.

Firm dynamics arise in Jovanovic [1982] because different agents do not know their productivity

levels and they learn them over time. Hopenhayn [1992] has a dynamic model of firms’ entry

and exit. Ericson and Pakes [1995] study the firm dynamics where sellers accumulate capital over

time. While the model developed in this paper shares few similarities to the mentioned papers, in

these papers buyers perfectly observe the quality of goods offered and there is no source of adverse

selection in these models. What distinguishes this paper is that I allow sellers’ quality to be un-

observable to buyers and introduce a role for reputation to partially resolve the possible adverse

selection problems.

In this paper, reputation can help mitigate adverse selection problems, similar to an extensive

literature on modeling reputation as beliefs about behavioral types (papers such as Milgrom and

Roberts [1982], Kreps and Wilson [1982], Holmstrom [1999], and Mailath and Samuelson [2001]

to name a few).3 The closest paper is perhaps Holmstrom [1999] where managers have private

productivity types and an outsider can learn about the type over time. The main difference be-

tween this line of research and my paper is that I abstract form learning. Reputation in the model

developed here is the mechanisms introduced by the marketplace (in this case eBay) that can help

signal sellers’ private types.

3Many papers have introduced the techniques introduced in this literature to more applied problems including
Chari et al. [2010], Board and Meyer-ter Vehn [2010], and Board and Meyer-ter Vehn [2011]
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From an empirical perspective, a line of research in industrial organization has paid much at-

tention to reputation on the eBay marketplace. Bajari and Hortaçsu [2004] and Dellarocas [2005]

have excellent summaries of this line of literature. Examples of major empirical work in this area

are Resnick and Zeckhauser [2002], Melnik and Alm [2002], Houser et al. [2006], Resnick et al.

[2006], Reiley et al. [2007], and Masclet and Pénard [2008]. These papers study the role of feedback

system on eBay. They find a positive correlation between the price of an item and the feedback

that a seller has received. Cabral and Hortacsu [2009] empirically study the feedback system in

a dynamic setup, and they find that the first negative feedback has a negative effect on sellers

but the consecutive negative feedback ratings do not have large effects on sellers’ performance. I

build on these papers by providing evidence on the role of powerseller status and eBay store status

in affecting sellers’ revenues and profits and structurally estimate the value of reputation using a

dynamic model of reputation.

In my analysis, empirical and theoretical, reputation and adverse selection play key roles. A

few studies have pointed out the significance of the adverse selection problem on eBay. Using a

new approach, Yin [2003] shows that the final price of the object is negatively correlated with

the dispersion in the perceived value of the object. This observation implies that the higher the

dispersion in perceived value, the higher the discount at which the buyers are willing to buy. This

points to the existence of information asymmetries and their negative effects on the final price of

an item. Lewis [2011], however, shows that by selectively revealing information, sellers decrease the

dispersion of the perceived value and thereby increase their final price. In his paper he considers

the number of photos and the amount of text a seller provides for an object to be the main source

of revealing information. He finds that the final price increases with the number of photos put on

the auction page and also the amount of text on the website.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, I describe the dataset analyzed in this paper

and I give an overview of market structure on eBay. In section 3, I develop the dynamic model

of seller’s behavior and their interactions with buyers through eBay. In section 4, I describe the

identification procedure for the deep parameters of the model. In sections 5 and 6, I describe the

estimation of the model and its analysis. In section 7, I perform a counterfactual exercise to esti-

mate the value of reputation. Finally, section 8 concludes.
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2 Data

The dataset consists of all transactions of iPods on the eBay website over eight months in 2008-

2009. Summary statistics of the data come in Table 1. This market is a narrow market, which

enables me to understand it and factors that affect customers’ preferences and the final price of

items. I collected data from the eBay website using a spider program.4 The program searched

for all completed iPods listings and saved the information contained on the eBay website into a

file. The program ran frequently to collect new data points. Using the program I further analyzed

the data and collected variables of interest, e.g. items’ characteristics, sellers’ characteristics, and

auction format.

iPods come in different models and each model has several generations. Each generation of a

model can have varying levels for internal memory. In the new generations of a model usually the

available options for the internal memory increase. The newest model introduced is “iPod Touch”

and the first model introduced is “iPod Classic”. Some models of iPod are out of production such

as “iPod Mini”. Figure 1 shows the time-table of different models of iPods produced by Apple

and their initial date of release and their price at the launching time. One important advantage

of studying iPod market is the homogeneity of these products. Additionally, there are few or no

promotions outside the eBay website for these products and usually their price stay the same before

the introduction of a new generation of the iPods.

2.1 eBay

Data was collected from eBay, an online auction and shopping website where individuals can sell or

buy a wide variety of items. It is the largest online auction website on the Internet. In early 2008,

eBay counted hundreds of millions of registered users, more than 15,000 employees and revenues of

almost $7.7 billion.

Sellers can sell their items either through an auction or by setting a fixed price for their item,

an option called “Buy it Now.” The auction mechanism is similar to a second price or Vikery

4The program is written in python, a scripting language.
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Figure 1: Different models of iPods and their prices over time.

auction. A seller sets the starting bid of an auction and bidders can bid for the item. Each bidder

observes all previous bids except for the current highest bid. A bidder should bid an amount higher

than the current second highest bid plus some minimum increment.5 If this value is higher than

the current highest bid, the bidder becomes the new highest bidder. Otherwise, he becomes the

second highest bidder. The winner has to pay the second highest bid plus the increment or his own

bid, whichever is smaller. Auctions last for three to ten days and they have a pre-determined and

fixed ending time which cannot be changed once the auction is active.

After each transaction on the eBay website, sellers and buyers can leave each other feedback.

Feedback can be negative, neutral, or positive. A summary of feedback history for sellers is avail-

able on the auction page. After 2007 the buyers can also rate the sellers in four different criteria:

Item as Described, Communication, Shipping Time, and Shipping and Handling Charges, called

detailed seller ratings. This extra information is not shown on the auction page but it is accessible

through the seller’s web page.

Figures 2 and 3 show a snapshot of a finished auction page and also bid history for the same

item. At the top of the page there is information about the object and bid history. On the top

right side of the page, information about the seller can be found. The rest of the page contains

5The increment is a function of second highest bid and is fixed for all auctions and is set by eBay.
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more detailed information about the object sold in the auction. Bidders also have access to the

bid history page, which shows previous bidders’ short form IDs,6 their bids, and the time they

submitted their bid.

Sellers could register as an “eBay store.” An “eBay store” pays lower listing fees but has to pay

a fixed monthly fee to eBay. In addition, they should follow eBay policies and have a high seller

standard rating.7 Sellers can become “powersellers” if they have a high enough feedback score and

have sold more than a fixed value in the past three months and have a high seller standard rating.8

This information is observed by the buyers on the listing page as well.

2.2 Data Summary

Table 1 shows the data summary of variables used in this paper. eBay store and powerseller status

are indicator variables. As it is shown, 36% of listings in my dataset are sold by eBay stores and

48% of them are sold by powersellers.

Two other variables associated with the reputation of sellers that has been studied in depth are

the “Seller Feedback Number” and the “Seller Feedback Percentage”. Feedback Number is the

total number of positive feedback received minus the total negative feedback received. Feedback

percentage is the percentage of positive feedback that sellers have received. The standard deviation

of Feedback percentage is very low and most sellers have a feedback percentage higher than 99%.

One of the requirements for becoming a powerseller is to have a feedback percentage higher than

98%, and another requirement is to have high volume of sale on the eBay website. I will show later

that these two variables have a low effect on prices after controlling for powerseller status. Their

effects are embedded in powersellers status, both the part that feedback number signals the size of

seller and also the part that high feedback percentage signals the quality of sellers.

6eBay stopped showing the complete ID of the bidders in 2007. eBay mentioned the following reasons: to keep
the eBay community safe, enhance bidder privacy, and protect eBay’s members from fraudulent emails.

7Seller standard rating includes many different variables, such as low open disputes, few number of low DSR, and
no outstanding balance.

8The requirements for becoming a powerseller are:
Three Month Requirement: a minimum of $1,000 in sales or 100 items per month, for three consecutive months.
Annual Requirement: a minimum of $12,000 or 1,200 items for the prior twelve months.
Achieve an overall Feedback rating of 100, of which 98% or more is positive.
Account in good financial standing.
Following eBay rules.
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Figure 2: Snapshot of an iPod Auction
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Figure 3: Snapshot of Bid History page
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Table 1: Data Summary
Characteristics of Listings and iPods sold

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev Min Max

eBay Store 174280 0.36 0.48 0 1
Powerseller 174280 0.48 0.50 0 1
Feedback Number 174154 14120.3 48971.8 -3 1026575
Feedback Percentage 22366 99.22 1.88 33.3 100
Sold with Buy it Now 174273 0.08 0.27 0 1
Buy it Now option 174280 0.29 0.45 0 1
Secret Reserve 174280 0.04 0.27 0 2
Number of Bidders 146597 7.29 4.82 0 30
Items Sold 167199 1.00 1.84 0 180

New Item 174280 0.25 0.43 0 1
Refurbished Item 174280 0.19 0.40 0 1
Internal Memory 159234 19.68 27.51 1 240

Moreover, most of the items sold on the eBay website in my dataset were sold using an auction

method and only 8% of them were sold using a fixed price method. Therefore, in my model section

I assume that sellers are setting the quantity and the price is determined in the market.

In an auction setting, sellers can set a secret reserve value; if the final bid is lower than this

value the trade will not occur. Only 4% of listings have this option; thus I do not model it further

in the model section.

I also have a set of characteristics for items listed, such as the condition of the item, new, re-

furbished, or used, the level of internal memory of iPod, and the brand of iPod. Most iPods

sold on eBay are used items; 25% of listings are new items and 19% are refurbished items. One

would expect to see a higher effect for reputation when I focus on used items, since there are more

sources of adverse selections for those items: they battery may not be working, the screen may be

scratched or for the touch pad screens it may not work properly, and so on. In the Appendix C,

I show that the effect of powerseller status and store status increase when I focus on the used items.
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Table 2: Reputation and Price

Average Prices Fitted Values
All iPods New iPod Nano Average Item New, Nano, 8GB

All Sellers $131.81 $132.95 $136.51 $135.34

Non-Powersellers & Non-Store $130.70 $130.15 $122.18 $131.19
Stores $135.96 $134.09 $128.80 $139.96
Powersellers $134.95 $137.44 $137.79 $140.90
Powersellers & Stores $139.90 $135.29 $145.35 $142.09

2.3 Reputation and Price

The eBay registered store status and the powerseller status signal sellers’ reputation. They show

that the sellers are following eBay rules closely and have a good track record on eBay. Table 2

shows that the final prices of items sold on eBay are higher when the sellers are powersellers or

when they are eBay registered stores. The first column of the table includes the average price of

all the iPods in my dataset. Having store status or powerseller status increase the average of final

price of items for sellers. This increase in price may be result of a selection problem: if sellers with

powerseller status or store status tend to sell items with higher value, they will get a higher price

but not because of they have higher level of reputation. The selection problem can be account by

controlling for the item characteristics, I control for the brand of the iPod: iPod Nano, and the

condition of the iPod: New, to get the second column averages. We still observe the positive effect

for powersellers and stores. Last, I use the regression formulation that I later use to estimate the

buyers’ demand to show the fitted values for New iPod Nano with internal memory of 8GB. The

average prices are in the third column.

Additionally, reputation can have an effect on the sellers’ decision about the number of items

they will list over time. It has a dynamic effect on sellers, especially for the powerseller status:

sellers should sell more than the threshold set by eBay for three consecutive months to be eligible

for the powerseller program.

In addition, I study the effect of becoming a powerseller for the first time or the effect of losing

powerseller status on sellers’ final prices, quantity choices, and revenues, using regression disconti-
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nuity methods. I show that becoming a powerseller increases the revenue of sellers while losing the

status decreases their revenue. These studies are in the Appendix B of this paper.

To estimate the dynamic effects of reputation on sellers’ actions and their profit I develop a dynamic

model of reputation. The model also enables me to simulate the actions of the sellers in absence of

these reputational variables for a complete comparison between the two regimes and the effect of

reputation on the market.

3 Model

To capture the dynamic effects of reputation, I developed a dynamic model of reputation which is

similar to Holmstrom [1999] and Mailath and Samuelson [2001]. There are three major players in

this market: buyers, sellers, and the eBay reputation system. Sellers have heterogeneous qualities

which are unobservable to the buyers. eBay can observe the quality of sellers and has set up the

signaling mechanism for sellers to signal their quality to buyers.9 This reputation system helps

buyers distinguish high quality sellers and low quality sellers, and to give the sellers with higher

quality a higher profit.

3.1 eBay

eBay is the market designer in this setup. They have set up different mechanisms for sellers to

signal their quality. I assume they observe the quality of sellers. eBay can observe these values

based on the history of sellers in the market. It also has access to more detailed information about

sellers which is not disclosed to the buyers, like the number of disputes a seller has from buyers.

The mechanisms that I model in this paper are powerseller status and store status. Powerseller

status can be interpreted as a screening mechanism. Sellers who sell more than Qp, a threshold

which is set by eBay, for three consecutive periods and have a quality, rjt, higher than µp are

signaled as powersellers. A seller should not pay any fixed or monthly fee to be included in this

9In this paper, eBay is not optimizing the reputation mechanism to get the highest payoff. I am taking the strategy
of the eBay as given.
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program.

Sellers who have a quality, rjt higher than µs, set by eBay, can register their account as an eBay

store. They have to pay a monthly fee to eBay to participate in this program, cs.

3.2 Buyers

There is a measure M of buyers and N of sellers in the economy. Buyers are short lived and cannot

track sellers over time. Each period, every buyer decides to either buy one of the items offered by

one of the sellers or to buy the outside good.10 Buyers observe the item characteristics but they

do not observe the quality of sellers; they only observe the two signals which are correlated with

sellers’ quality: powerseller status and store status.

The buyer i, gets random utility uijt from purchasing the good x from the seller j at the time

period t:

uijt = −αpjt + βrrjt + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt + εijt

where pjt is the price of the item with characteristics xjt sold by the seller j at the time period t.

xjt are the observable characteristics of the item: the type of iPod, its condition, and its internal

memory capacity. rjt is the quality of the seller j at the time period t which is unobservable to

buyers.11 There are two signals for this variable: powerseller status and store status. εijt is the

unobservable utility random variable with a logit distribution.

I will show that buyers infer information about the sellers’ quality based on these two signals,

powerseller status and store status, and the sellers’ equilibrium strategy. This will lead to a struc-

tural demand function based on the equilibrium parameters and the two reputational signals. I

will further discuss the demand structure in the Section 3.5.

10The outside good is buying another model of MP3 player.
11The sellers’ quality can pick up information about the sellers that are important for buyers, like the honesty of

the sellers about the item characteristics or their customer service.
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Figure 4: Timing of Sellers’ Choices and Shocks

3.3 Sellers

Sellers are born with different levels of quality, ηj . In each period, which I assumed to be one

month, sellers decide on the number of items to list on the eBay’s website, qj , and their store

status, φjt . The type of iPods and their characteristics, xjt, are randomly selected and sellers do

not choose them, I assume that the characteristics of iPods come from a distribution F . They are

subject to two different reputational variables: powerseller status, φp, and store status, φs.

At the beginning of each period, sellers learn about the shock to their quality, γjt, which is i.i.d.

distributed with a distribution G. Their quality at period t is:

rjt = ηj + γjt

After learning their quality, they learn their powerseller status, φpt , which is determined by the

following formulation:

φpjt = 1⇔

 qjt−1 + qjt−2 + qjt−3 > 3Qp

rjt > µp
(1)

After knowing their powerseller status and quality level, sellers make a decision about their store

status. They can only decide to be a store if rjt > µs. Next, they choose the number of items they

want to sell. At the end, the characteristics of the item is revealed, xjt, drawn from distribution

F . Sellers profit function at time t is:

π(qjt, φ
p
jt, φ

s
jt, xjt) = p(qjt, φ

p
jt, φ

s
jt, xjt)qjt − cqjt − csφst
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where c is the marginal cost of acquiring an item for sellers,12 and cs is the monthly fee of being a

store. This fee is set and charged by eBay. Sellers interact with each other in an oblivious equilib-

rium, the concept introduced by Weintraub et al. [2008]. In this equilibrium concept, sellers do not

take into account the state variables of every other seller in the market and only take into account

a long run stationary aggregate choice by other sellers. This helps me later in the estimation process.

Given q− = {qjt−1, qjt−2, qjt−3}, I can formulate the sellers’ decision problem as follows:

V (ηj , γ,q−) = max
qj ,φsj

∫ (
π(qj , φ

p
j , φ

s
j , xj) + β

∫
V (ηj , γ

′,q′−)g(γ)dγ

)
f(x)dx (2)

subject to:

q′− = (qj , qj,−1, qj,−2)

φs = 0 if ηj + γ < µs

φpj = 1 if

 qj,−1 + qj,−2 + qj,−3 > 3Qp

ηj + γ > µp
(3)

Let q∗(η, γ,q′−) be the non-negative integer solving the above problem and φs∗(η, γ,q′−) be the

zero-one function solving the above problem. β is sellers’ discount factor; F is the distribution of

different values of xj , characteristics of the items, and qj,−t is the number of items produced by

seller j, t periods ago.

There is no entry into this economy after period 0. There is no permanent exit from the mar-

ket either. Sellers can decide to sell no items one period which can be interpreted as exiting the

market by they can return back to the market without paying a fee in the following periods.

3.4 Equilibrium

I use the oblivious equilibrium concept as introduced by Weintraub et al. [2008]. Equilibrium is a

set of quantities, characteristics of sellers, buyers’ beliefs, average total quantity, and prices such

12The marginal cost of an iPod is assumed to be fixed, this can be interpreted as the average cost of acquiring an
iPod.
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that:

• Given quantities, characteristics of sellers’, and buyers’ beliefs prices are the outcome of

buyers’ demand function,

• sellers are maximizing their value function given demand function, buyers’ beliefs, and average

total quantity,

• powerseller status and store status are determined based on eBay rules,

• buyers’ beliefs are consistent with sellers’ behavior,

• average total quantity is consistent with sellers’ individual quantity choices,

• market clears.

Note that when sellers maximize their value function, they do not take into account other sell-

ers” individual actions and their state space in the market, rather they care about the average of

these values. This is called an oblivious equilibrium as discussed in Weintraub et al. [2008], and

it approximates the Markov Perfect equilibrium as in Ericson and Pakes [1995] when the number

of sellers is large. This method is based on the idea that when the number of sellers is large, the

individual sellers’ shocks will average out because of law of large numbers and the average state

stays roughly the same. In the next chapter when estimating the model, the number of sellers is

more than seven hundreds. Weintraub et al. [2006] show that when the number of sellers is in the

order of magnitude of a hundred then the error caused by using oblivious equilibrium instead of

Markov Perfect equilibrium is very low.

3.5 Demand Formula

Buyers do not observe the quality of sellers but the quality of the sellers affect their utility. Suppose

first that they do not observe any signal from sellers. Then their expected utility from buying an

item will be:

E(uijt) = −αpjt + βrE(ηj) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt + εijt
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Assume that a seller only sells one type of good each period. Then the market share of seller j at

time t, given that the distribution of error terms is coming from a logit distribution, will be:

sjt =
exp(−αpjt + βrE(rjt|φpjt, φsjt) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt)

1 +
∑
exp(−αpj′t + βrE(rj′t|φpj′t, φsj′t) + βxxj′t + ξt + ξj′t)

Following Berry [1994], I assume the utility of outside good to be normalized to zero. Then I can

decompose the formulation for the market share using the formulation of outside good share, s0t:

log(sjt)− log(s0t) = −αpjt + βrE(ηj) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt

therefore:

pjt = (−log(sjt) + log(s0t) + βrE(ηj) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt)/α

The demand function can be generalized in the case that buyers observe signals of quality: pow-

erseller, φpjt and store status, φsjt. In this case, buyers’ expected utility function is:

E(uijt|φpjt, φ
s
jt) = −αpjt + βrE(ηj |φpjt, φ

s
jt) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt + εijt

The same set of analysis as above will lead to the following pricing function:

pjt = (−log(sjt) + log(s0t) + βrE(ηj |φpjt, φ
s
jt) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt)/α

where E(ηj |φpjt, φsjt) is the expectation of a seller’s quality based on its two reputational signals.

This expectation is endogenously determined by equilibrium decisions of sellers in the market and

is subject to change based on the market setup.

Note that φpjt and φsjt are discrete variables and can only be zero or one and let r̄mn = E(rjt|φpjt =

m,φsjt = n). Then, E(ηj |φpjt, φsjt) can be written as:

E(ηj |φpjt, φ
s
jt) = r̄00 + (r̄10 − r̄00)φpjt + (r̄01 − r̄00)φsjt + (r̄00 − r̄10 − r̄01 + r̄11)φ

p
jtφ

s
jt
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Substituting the above expression into the demand function formula I get the following:

pjt = [−log(sjt) + log(s0t) + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt]/α

+βr/α[r̄00 + (r̄10 − r̄00)φpjt + (r̄01 − r̄00)φsjt + (r̄00 − r̄10 − r̄01 + r̄11)φ
p
jtφ

s
jt]

= [−log(sjt) + log(s0t) + βxxjt]/α+ r̄00βr/α+ βpφ
p
jt + βsφ

s
jt + βpsφ

p
jtφ

s
jt + [ξt + ξjt]/α(4)

This formulation can be used to estimate the parameters of demand function which gives us an

estimate to deep parameters of buyers’ utility function. The estimation of the above formula comes

in the Section 5.

4 Equilibrium Characterization and Identification Procedure

In this section, I, first, characterize the equilibrium quantity choice of the sellers in more details.

Then using this result, I describe the method to identify the main parameters of the model using

the data. These parameters include the sellers’ unobservable quality, sellers’ cost parameters, and

buyers’ utility function. These are the deep parameters of the model that will affect buyers and

sellers decisions and are used in counterfactual analysis. In particular, I assume, they are invariant

if we remove powerseller and store status and sellers cannot signal their quality. I start from the

key implication of the model, that policy functions are increasing as a function of quality, and show

how that help in identification of unobserved qualities.

4.1 Analysis of Quantity Choice

One of the decisions sellers make each period is the number of items to sell. Given eBay’s market

structure, i.e., sellers sell their items in auctions, I have assumed that sellers do not set the prices

but the number of items to sell. In my setting, this is a dynamic decision that sellers are making,

since the number of items they sell will affect their powerseller status in the future. In other words,

there is a dynamic complementarity between quality and quantity choice of sellers. The following

proposition states that the sellers’ quantity choice is increasing in their persistent level of quality,

η. This is one of the main implications of the model that helps in identifying qualities.
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Proposition 1 Suppose that the solution to the functional equation (2) is unique. Then, the policy

function q∗ (η, γ,q−) is increasing in persistent level of quality, η.

Proof. Here, I sketch the proof. Appendix A contains a complete and more detailed version of

the proof. Recall the functional equation (2) in section 3.3. To prove the proposition, I use a

method similar to Hopenhayn and Prescott [1992], adopted from Topkis [1998], and I show that

the objective function has increasing differences. To do so, first note that the optimal choice of φs

does not affect future values. Hence, I can define the following period profit function:

π̂(η, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3︸ ︷︷ ︸)
q−

= max
φs∈{0,1}

∫
π (q, φs, φp, x) f (x) dx (5)

subject to:

φs = 0 if η + γ < µs,

φp = 1 if

 q−1 + q−2 + q−3 > 3Qp

η + γ > µp

I prove the proposition in three steps:

Step 1. π̂ (η, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3) is supermodular in (η, q) and in (η, q−i) for i = 1, 2, 3.

Step 2. I show that the solution to the functional equation (2) is supermodular in (η, q−i) for

i = 1, 2, 3.

Step 3. The policy function is increasing in quality η.

The intuition for this result is the dynamic complementarity between quality and quantity choice

of sellers. A seller with a higher value of persistent quality will have a higher probability to meet

the quality eligibility of powerseller status in the future. Moreover, given the results of demand

estimation, being a powerseller increases the final price of the items sellers can sell. Thus this seller,
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with high level of persistent quality, has more incentive to sell more items to meet the quantity

eligibility of powerseller status. Proposition 1 also makes it clear that the only determinant of firm

size dynamics is reputation. That is sellers are willing to increase their size in anticipation of future

powerseller and store status. Absent these mechanisms, firms have no incentive to change their size.

Another implication of the model on the quantity choice of sellers is that sellers optimal quan-

tity choice can be represented as a function of sellers’ persistent level of quality, their powerseller

and store status, and their quantity in the last two periods. In other words after controlling for

powerseller and store status we can drop sellers’ transitory shock to quality, γjt, as well as their

quantity three periods ago, q−3.

Lemma 1 The policy function q∗ (η, γ,q−) can also be represented as q∗ (η, φs, φp, q−1, q−2).

Proof. Sellers choose quantity of items to sell after the powerseller status is determined and they

have chosen the store status. Profit function of sellers: π(qj , φ
p
j , φ

s
j , xj) and their expectation of

continuation value function
∫
V (ηj , γ

′,q′−)g(γ)dγf(x)dx are not directly a function of γ or q−3.

Therefore, sellers’ choice of quantity should not depend on them after we control for φpj and φsj .

The above lemma will help me in modeling the sellers choice of quantity in section 5. Note than

the Proposition 1 can be also extended to the policy function with the new representation, and

policy function is weakly increasing in persistent level of quality given the new formulation as well.

4.2 Identification Procedure

I need to identify three main sets of parameters: buyers’ utility function, sellers’ unobservable

quality, and sellers’ cost parameters. I estimate the first two sets of parameters using a 3-step

procedure. The third set is identified using a 2-step method similar to Hotz and Miller [1993] and

Bajari et al. [2007]. 13

The 3-step procedure used to estimate the unobservable sellers’ quality and buyers’ utility is as

follows:

13Some of the steps in identification of unobservable quality and cost parameters do overlap.
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1 Estimating the structural demand function.

This will give us the estimate of βx, α, βp, βs, and βps.

2 Estimating the realized policy functions.

Given the Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, the quantity choice of sellers can be used to identify

the quality of sellers. When modeling sellers dynamic choice of quantity, by controlling for

powerseller and store status of sellers, and their quantity choice in the last two periods, sellers

fixed effect will be an index of sellers’ persistent level of quality.

3 Using the Simulated Method of Moments to estimate the deep parameters of the model.

Having an index of sellers’ permanent level of quality from step 2, I can parametrically

estimate sellers’ quality using two moments from demand function, (Equation 4).

(r̄10 − r̄00)/βp − (r̄01 − r̄00)/βs = 0

(r̄10 − r̄00)/βp − (r̄00 − r̄10 − r̄01 + r̄11)/βps = 0 (6)

I also use average number of powersellers and average number of stores in addition to above

moments condition to simultaneously estimate sellers’ quality, quality thresholds for pow-

erseller and store status, and βr, the coefficient of quality in the utility function of buyers.

More details of estimation procedure comes in Section 5.2.3.

Next to estimate the cost parameters of sellers, I use a two-step estimator method introduced by

Hotz and Miller [1993] and later advanced by Bajari et al. [2007]. The method uses the basics

of revealed profit to estimate the deep parameters of the model and in this case to estimate cost

parameters: average monthly cost sellers should pay to become a registered store on eBay and the

average cost of obtaining an iPod for sellers to put it for sale on the eBay website.

In the first step of this method, I estimate the structural demand function of buyers and pol-

icy functions of sellers. Then assuming the estimated policy functions are the optimal choices of

sellers, any perturbation of these functions should yield to a value function lower than the realized

value function with the realized policy function. The cost parameters are those that satisfy the

above condition. The two step estimation procedure is as follows:
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1A Estimating the structural demand function,

1B Estimating the realized policy functions,

2A Perturbing the policy functions,

2B Simulating the model using the realized policy functions and the perturbed policy functions,

2C Defining the loss function as a function of model parameters

∑
sellers,perturbations

(Vperturbed(θ
c)− Vrealized(θc))1[(Vperturbed(θ

c)− Vrealized(θc)) > 0]

where C is the vector of cost parameters, Vperturbed(θ
c) is the value function using perturbed

policy functions, and Vrealized(θ
c) is the value function using the realized policy functions.

1[Vperturbed(θ
c)−Vrealized(θc) > 0] is an indicator function that is equal to one if Vperturbed(θ

c)−

Vrealized(θ
c) > 0, and it is otherwise equal to zero. If this expression is positive it means that

the seller’s value function is higher for perturbed policy functions which cannot be the case if

C is the true cost parameter. The summation is over all sellers and different perturbations.

2D Estimating the cost parameters by minimizing the loss function as defined above.

Under the true cost parameters of the model, the estimated policy functions should be opti-

mal. Therefore, the cost parameters that survive the above perturbation method will be the

true ones.

5 Estimation

In this section, I estimate the deep parameters of the model using the identification procedure

explained in Section 4.2.

5.1 Estimating Structural Demand

To estimate the structural demand function, I use the demand equation (4) derived in the section

3.5. This formula translate into a simple OLS regression of price over the logarithm of share of the

seller minus share of outside good, powerseller status, store status, and characteristics of the item.
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Table 3: First Stage Estimation, Demand

Price

Coef Std. Dev

log(s0)− log(sj) 4.05 0.06
Powerseller 15.60 0.42
Store 6.62 0.65
Powerseller*Store 0.93 0.73

New 37.48 0.38
Refurbished 13.11 0.33
Internal Memory 1.42 0.01

R2 0.94

Note that this formula does not have any structural error term; there is no firms’ unobservable

quality which is observable to buyers but not to the econometricians.

Table 3 shows the results of the regression and it is worth discussing. The effect of changes in

log(s0) − log(sj) is captured by 1/α and it is positive. This means that when sellers sell more

items, they sell at a lower price per unit. Therefore, the demand function is elastic . Moreover, the

coefficient of powerseller status is positive which shows that the expectation of quality is higher for

the sellers with powerseller status. Finally, the coefficient of store status is positive which shows

that the expectation of quality is higher for the sellers who are registered stores than the sellers

who are not registered store. Both of these observations are consistent with the Section 3: sellers

with high level of quality become powersellers and stores.

Moreover, the above regression also determines how characteristics of the iPods sold affect their

price. The “New” iPods got sold on average $37.48 more than the used iPods, and refurbished

iPods got sold on average $13.11 more. Each extra gigabyte of internal memory on an iPod results

in an extra $1.42 in price. I have also included fixed effect for the type of iPods: Nano, Touch,

Classic, Mini, Video, and Shuffle; their coefficients were as expected, highest for Touch and lowest

for Shuffle. Additional robustness checks on demand formulation by adding more characteristics of

sellers and by focusing on a subset of data are in the Appendix C.
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5.2 Estimating Policy Functions and Sellers’ Quality

In this section, I estimate the sellers’ policy functions and their persistent level of quality using the

actual sellers’ actions. Sellers have two policy functions in this model: number of items to sell and

store status. Persistent level of quality, ηj , can be identified using the dynamic quantity choice of

sellers based on Section 4.

Powerseller status each month is a function of performance of the seller in the last three months

and the unobservable quality of sellers; these two numbers should be higher than two cut-off values,

set by eBay, Qp and µp. I estimate µp later by matching the average percentage of powersellers in

the market in the dataset and simulated model.

In the following sections I go into detail of estimation of each policy function as well as qual-

ity estimation. I assume that sellers decide on their store status each period, and this variable can

affect their decisions on the number of items to sell.

5.2.1 Number of Sales

One of the decisions that sellers make each period is the number of items they list on the eBay

website. Note that most transacted items on eBay in my dataset are sold using the auction method;

therefore, I assume that sellers do not set prices and they decide on the number of items to sell

and the price is determined in the market using the demand function estimated is Section 5.1.

Sellers’ optimal quantity choice depends on their persistent level of quality, powerseller status, store

status, and their choice of quantity in the last two periods as discussed in Section 4.1. I can control

for all the parameters except for persistent level of quality, ηj . I have also shown in Proposition 1 in

Section 4.1 that sellers quantity choice is an increasing function of their persistent level of quality.

Therefore after controlling for all other variables sellers fixed effect can be interpreted as an index

of quality. In the Section 5.2.3, I parametrically estimate the value of quality based on the sellers’

fixed effect estimated in this section.

The sellers’ decision can be modeled using a discrete choice model in which sellers can choose any
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Table 4: First Stage Estimation, Policy Functions

Coef Std. Dev.

Quantity Choice Store 0.65 0.34
Powerseller 0.33 0.15
q−1 0.003 0.0007
q−2 -0.001 0.0004
Dispersion 0.90 0.03

Store Status Powerseller 1.54 0.10
q−1 0.013 0.002
q−2 0.008 0.001
Fixed Effect -0.37 0.04
Constant -2.33 0.10
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Figure 5: Probability Distribution of Number of Sales, Actual vs. Poisson and Negative-Binomial
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non-negative number. I have considered Poisson and Negative Binomial distribution models and

the latter matches the data the best as shown in 5. In this figure, the actual data represents the

ratio of time that sellers in the market has sold n number of items. The dashed line shows that the

probability prediction of estimated Poisson distribution over different number of sales, taking the

average over all the sellers in the market; the doted-dashed line shows the same thing but using

the estimated Negative Binomial distribution.

When estimating the Negative Binomial distribution with sellers’ and time fixed effects, I use

the following formula:

qtj ∼ nb(φst , φ
p
t , qt−1, qt−2, νj , δt, ξ)

The estimated coefficients of qjt−1, φ
s
t , φ

p
t and ξ the dispersion parameter of Negative Binomial

distribution are in Table 4. To estimate the probability of each event for each seller I use the

following formula:

ρjt = exp([φst , φ
p
t , qjt−1, qjt−2, ] ∗ β + νj + δt)

r = 1/ξ

p(0) = (r/(r + ρjt))
r

p(k) = p(k − 1) ∗ (r + k − 2)/(k − 1) ∗ ρjt/(ρjt + r);

where p(k) is the probability that the seller j at time period t sells k items. Store status, powerseller

status, and sellers’ fixed effects affect ρ in the above formula and ξ, the dispersion parameter, is

fixed among all sellers. This will result in positive correlation between number of sales and store

status, lag number of sales, and powerseller status.

While eBay decides on the thresholds for powerseller status and store status based on ηj , since

νj is a non-decreasing function of ηj , the eBay decisions can be interpreted as a cut-off based on

νj . They are used later on to estimate the level of threshold set by eBay, µp and µs. I also para-

metrically estimate level of ηj as a function of νj is Section 5.2.3.
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Table 5: Parametric Estimation Unobserved Quality
Effect of Quality on Price

Parameter

λ 0.24
βr/α 3.34

5.2.2 Store Status

Sellers who meet the quality requirement for becoming a store status, can register as eBay stores,

for which they pay a monthly fee and will be shown as an eBay store on the listing page. I assume

that sellers decide on their store status each period after knowing the shock to their quality and

their powerseller status.

Sellers who meet the quality requirement can choose to become a store and based on the model

this decision is based on their state variables. However, based on a similar argument to that of the

quantity choices of sellers, the sellers’ choice can be classified as a choice based on their powerseller

status, persistent level of quality, and the quantity in the past two periods: φs∗(η, φp, q−1, q−2). I

use the index for quality estimated in the previous section to control for η. This decision is a binary

choice for the sellers; and I model it using a logit model. Table 4 shows the results of the regression.

5.2.3 Estimating Unobservable Quality

In this section, I estimate the sellers’ unobservable persistent level of quality. As mentioned in the

Proposition 1, number of items sellers sell is increasing in their unobservable persistent level of

quality, ηj . Based on this proposition , I estimate νj , the sellers’ fixed effect in the quantity choice

function. νj is an index of ηj and based on the Proposition 1, it is a non-decreasing function of

this value. As explained in Section 4, I use simulated method of moment by matching five different

moments from data and model: percentage of powersellers, percentage of stores, percentage of

powersellers and stores, two moments from demand as shown in 6.
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Table 6: Goodness of Fit
Model Actual Data

Powerseller 0.75 0.83
Store 0.59 0.58
Sales 91.6 87.5
Revenue 14,033 12,636

Average simulated results after
simulating the model for 9 periods.

I also assume the following parametric formulation for the ηj , which is increasing in ν:

ηj = νj + λν3j

Then by minimizing the joint differences between moment conditions mentioned above in the model

and data, I estimate the value of λ, µp, µs, and variance of random shocks to utility, γjt. Then using

the estimate of λ, I can estimate the value for βr/α the coefficient of rjt in the demand function.

Table 5 shows the estimated values for λ and βr/α. Note that βr/α is positive, therefore buyers

enjoy buying an item from a seller with higher level of quality.

5.3 Simulation

Using the first stage estimation results and given an initial value for µs and µp, I can simulate the

model over time. To estimate the correct value of these two parameters, µs and µp, I match the

actual and simulated results in different periods. I have data for eight months and each period

in my model is one month, given the initial conditions I simulate the model. Table 6 shows the

simulated results after simulating the model for nine periods, the number of periods I collected

data for. The results show that my simulations follow the actual data very closely. This means

that the model estimates the actions of sellers closely and I can use this base model to estimate

the cost parameters.
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Table 7: Cost Estimations
Specifications

I II

c 129.39 128.62
Store 39.57

5.4 Perturbations

In the second step, I perturb the policy functions and simulate actions of sellers over time and

estimate the value functions of sellers for each perturbation. This will help us determine some out

of equilibrium revenue values for sellers. To get the perturbations one should only perturb one

seller at the time, otherwise I may get into another equilibrium of the model which may give higher

expected profit to some of the sellers.

Moreover, perturbations should give us movements in both directions and both small and big

changes in the variables, i.e., to have changes in actions of sellers in both directions and have

enough inequalities to determine the value of cost parameters. To get estimates for the cost pa-

rameters, I perturb the policy function associated with number of sales and store status.

5.5 Estimation

Having the perturbed actions of the sellers and also the actual simulated actions of sellers over

time, I can estimate the expected value function for sellers given a set of initial conditions for cost

parameters. Actual cost parameters result in higher expected value functions driven from non-

perturbed policy functions compared to those driven from perturbed policy functions.

To estimate the cost parameters I construct a loss function, summing up difference in value func-

tions when the perturbed value function is higher for the perturbed seller. Cost parameters are the

parameters that minimize this function:

∑
sellers,perturbations

(Vperturbed(θ
c)− Vrealized(θc))1[(Vperturbed(θ

c)− Vrealized(θc)) > 0]
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Table 8: Effect of Becoming a Powerseller

Original Powerseller=1 Powerseller=0 Difference

Average Value Function $437 $626 -$420 $ 1,0461

Table 7 shows the estimated cost parameters for two different specifications. In the first specifica-

tion, I forced the monthly cost of becoming an store to be zero and I estimate the marginal cost of

acquiring an iPod for sellers that rationalize sellers’ choices. In the second specification, I jointly

estimate the marginal cost of acquiring an iPod for sellers as well as a the monthly fee for becoming

a store. The actual monthly fee charged by eBay for store is between $15-$300, for different types

of stores, which I abstract from modeling, my estimate is $39.57 per month which is in the range

of these values.

6 Analysis

In this section, I estimate the dynamic values associated in becoming a powerseller and becoming

a store. In order to estimate these values in each case I simulate data using three different initial

conditions for the sellers: first, the actual initial condition observed in the data, second, by fixing

the initial powerseller status or store status of sellers to be one, and third, by fixing the initial value

of these parameters to be zero. The difference between simulated value functions of theses different

cases shows the average value these actions add to the sellers’ expected profit over the simulated

time period.

6.1 Estimating the Value of Powerseller Status

Given the cost estimates and the sellers’ initial conditions, I can estimate the expected profit of

sellers. To estimate the value of becoming a powerseller, I start from the initial conditions of sellers

in the market. Once I assign all the sellers to start from not being a powerseller and calculate their

value functions, then I assign their starting powerseller status to be one and calculate their value

function for these condition.The difference between their value functions in these two situations

will give us an estimate of the value of being a powerseller.
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Table 9: Effect of Becoming a Registered Store

Original Store=1 Store=0 Difference

Average Value Function $437 $689 $62 $627

I simulate the sellers’ actions for eight periods, eight months, keeping all the other initial values of

sellers fixed in all three setups and only changing the powerseller status. The average difference in

value function, shown in Table 8, is $1,0461 for the set of the largest 326 sellers with the highest

number of sales in iPods.

6.2 Estimating the Value of Store

Given the cost estimates and the sellers’ initial conditions, I can estimate the expected profit of

the sellers. To estimate the value of becoming a registered store on eBay, I start from the initial

conditions of the sellers in the market. First I assign all the sellers to start from not being a store

and calculate their value functions, then I assign their starting store status to be one and estimate

their expected value function.The average difference between their value functions in these two

situations will give us an estimate of the value of becoming a registered store on eBay.

I simulate the sellers’ actions for eight periods, eight months, keeping all the other initial val-

ues of the sellers fixed in all three setups and only changing the store status. The average difference

in the value function, shown in Table 9, is $637 for the set of the largest 326 sellers with the highest

number of sales in iPods.

6.3 The Probability of High Volume of Sale

Many sellers on eBay leave the website after being active on the website for few months. To have

a market with a high percentage of high quality sellers, we must have a situation such that high

quality sellers stay in the market with a higher probability than that of low quality sellers. This

will result in a positive feedback loop for sellers. High quality sellers will have high reputation,

and higher reputation will lead to higher prices, quantities, and survival probabilities for sellers.
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Figure 6: Probability of Sale > 2 for Sellers with Different Quality

Additionally this will result in a market with a higher percentage of high quality sellers and a

market less prone to adverse selection, and therefore a market with a high efficiency.

Although I do not have endogenous exit decisions in this model, but sellers decide on the number of

items they want to sell each period and their market share can vary by their quality level. I define

a seller to be active in the market if the seller is selling more than two items that period. Figure 6

shows the probability that a seller is active after simulating the model for eight months. Each point

on the graph represents a seller. The horizontal axis represents the level of νj , a non-decreasing

function of reputation, ηj which is the unobservable quality of seller j. Blue stars represent sellers

who are powersellers and red circles represent the sellers who are not powersellers.

Figure 6 shows that sellers with a high unobservable quality have a higher probability of staying

active in the market. Moreover, powersellers are more likely to stay active in the market. This will

complete the positive feedback loop and it shows that the reputation mechanism helps sellers with

a high level of quality to be active in the market with a higher probability.
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7 Counterfactual: Value of Reputation

In this section, I estimate the effects of a change in eBay policy and environment on buyers’ percep-

tion of sellers’ equality, and sellers’ final prices and quantity choice. Even though changing eBay

policy will affect buyers’ demand function, it will not affect buyers’ utility function. Therefore,

using the estimated structural demand I can estimate the demand function of buyers after the

change in the policy.

Sellers’ actions will also change after changing the eBay policy since they are facing a new demand

function which will affect the sellers’ problem. However, I assume that sellers’ cost parameters

remain the same as the original setup and are equal to estimated results in previous sections.

7.1 No Reputation Mechanism

As mentioned before, the powerseller status and store status are tools used by eBay to signal sellers’

quality. This will help a high quality seller to sell more products on eBay. Furthermore, it helps

buyers find a high quality seller and have a better experience in the marketplace. A counterfactual

to consider is the effect of removing powerseller status and store status altogether. Without these

quality signals, sellers are all pooled together. Therefore, the high quality sellers would not benefit

from price and quantity premiums by using the reputational signals.

In absence of the reputational signals, buyers’ demand function will change as well as the problems

that sellers are facing. Buyers will no longer observe the reputational signals for quality. Therefore,

the buyers cannot infer sellers’ quality based on these signals and their demand function will thus

no longer depend on these signals. On the other hand, sellers cannot signal their quality levels to

the buyers; therefore, sellers with different quality levels will face the same problem.

7.1.1 Sellers’ Problem

Given the demand formulation, I need to solve the new problem that sellers are facing. In the new

setup, sellers cannot signal their quality using the reputational signals and their qualities do not
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affect the final price of items they want to sell. Therefore, their different levels of quality do not

affect sellers’ decisions. In the new environment, sellers maximize their expected profit, assuming

that their marginal costs stay the same. Sellers’ period t profit function is:

π(qjt, xjt) = p(qjt, xjt)qjt − cqjt

Sellers, first, make a decision on the the number of items to sell then they will learn the character-

istics of items they sell. Their decisions each period do not affect their decisions in the consecutive

periods and all their decisions are static. They maximize their expected profit function over different

values of xjt each period.

max
qjt

∫
π(qjt, xjt)f(xjt)dxjt =

∫
(p(qjt, xjt)qjt − cqjt) f(xjt)dxjt

This is a static problem for sellers; the signaling mechanism was the source of dynamics in the

sellers’ problem in the original settings. This is a simple maximization problem for sellers that can

be solved to determine their choice of quantity given the demand function.

7.1.2 Updated Demand Function

In the new setup buyers do not observe the quality of the sellers nor they observe any signals

related to the quality. Therefore, the expected value of the quality affects the buyers’ expected

utility function. The expectation is taken over all the listings and sellers in the market. Note that

since the sellers cannot make any signals about their quality, there is no observable heterogeneity

among sellers. The sellers are facing the same final price and the same sellers’ problem. Therefore,

all the sellers will set the same levels for quantity, qjt = qt. Given that sellers’ quality distribution

comes from distribution function L, buyers expected utility function is:

E(uijt) =

∫
uijtqjtl(rjt)drjt/

∫
qjtl(rjt)drjt

= −αpjt + βr

∫
rjtl(rjt)drjt/

∫
l(rjt)drjt + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt + εijt

= −αpjt + βr

∫
(ηj + γjt)l(rjt)drjt + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt + εijt

= −αpjt + βr

∫
ηjl(rjt)drjt + βr

∫
γjtl(rjt)drjt + βxxjt + ξt + ξjt + εijt
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Table 10: Change in Consumer Surplus, sellers and eBay Profit

Before the Change After the Change Percentage Loss

Total Consumers’ Surplus 7.1e+05 2.8e+05 60%
Total Sellers’ Profit 9.7e+04 2.6e+04 73%
eBay’s Profit 5.7e+05 8.5e+04 84%

Since there is no entry and exit,
∫
ηjl(rjt)drjt stay the same over time. In addition, assuming γjt

is iid over time and different sellers, by law of large number
∫
γjtl(rjt)drjt will not change across

time and it is invariant to market rules because it does not get affected by sellers’ action and it is

only a function of distribution of sellers in the market which is invariant when we are in a steady

state.

Given the above utility function and assuming that εijt follows an extreme value distribution,

the demand function as explained in Section 3.5 will be as follows:

pjt = (−log(sjt) + log(s0t))/α+ βr/α

∫
rjtl(rjt)drjt + βxxjt/α+ ξt/α+ ξjt/α

where α and βx have the same parametric values as estimated parameters in Table 3 in previous

section and they are invariant to the change of the policies by eBay. I use the results in the section

5.2.3 to estimate βr/α
∫
rjtl(rjt)drjt, which gives me an estimate of βr/α and also an estimate of ηj ,

assuming γ is distributed i.i.d. with mean zero I can also estimate the second part of the expression.

7.1.3 Result

After solving for sellers’ new policy functions, I simulate the model to get sellers’ expected value

function, eBay’s Profit, and buyers consumers’ surplus. The results are shown in Table 10. The

consumer surplus has decreased by 60% by the change in the policy. The change in the policy has

also decreased eBay Profit by 84% and the total sellers’ expected profit by 73%. I also compare

the individual sellers’ new expected value to the sellers’ expected value in the previous setup with

powerseller status and store status. As a result of this change, sellers with high quality suffer, and

sellers with lower quality prosper.
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Figure 7: Total Quantity Sold by non-Powersellers
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Figure 8: Total Quantity Sold, Powersellers and non-Powersellers
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One reason I get large effects as a result of removing the reputation mechanism, as shown in Figure

7, is that even among the sellers who are not powerseller, the sellers with higher quality amounts

will sell more. Because they have higher probabilities to become powersellers in the future and they

have incentive to sell more than their static optimal values. This will give us a high value for the

average quality of items sold even by non-powersellers, when we have the reputation mechanism

in place. Figure 8 shows the number of items sold with powersellers and non-powersellers in the

equilibrium. Sellers with higher quality values sell more, and powersellers have an extra incentives

to sell more to stay powerseller.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the change of the expected profit of sellers and their

unobservable quality as a result of removing powerseller status. Each point in the graph represents

a seller in the dataset. A negative number means that after the change the seller is worse off

and a positive number means that the seller has gained from the change. Blue dots represent the

sellers that in the original settings were powersellers and red dots represent sellers which were not

powersellers. The horizontal axis shows the level of sellers’ unobservable quality. As shown in the

graph most of the sellers with high quality and powerseller status are worse off while the other

sellers gained from the change. This means that the market share of sellers with low quality has

improved, and the market is more prone to adverse selection.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, I have studied the value of reputation in eBay. To do so, I have developed a model

of firm dynamics where sellers have heterogeneous qualities that are unobservable by consumers.

Reputation is used as a signal of private information to buyers in order to improve allocations. By

structurally estimating this model, I uncover deep parameters of buyers’ utility and sellers’ costs as

well as their unobservable qualities. The estimated model suggests that reputation has a positive

effect on the expected profits of high quality sellers as well as their market share. A counterfactual

has been performed to establish the value of reputation. Removing reputation mechanisms put in

place by eBay will increase the profits of low quality sellers and will decrease the profits of high

quality sellers. Moreover, removing reputation mechanisms significantly increases market share of

low quality sellers and decreases the market share of high quality sellers. Moreover, buyers’ welfare
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Figure 9: Change in Expected Profit

as well as eBay’s profit are significantly improved as a result of the reputation mechanism.

Some extensions of the model are worth discussing. One extension is to consider additional sell-

ers’ characteristics (e.g. age in the market , amount of text entered, number of photos entered).

I have extensively studied this extension for the limited number of sellers in the study. The cost

estimates for these variables were mainly small and did not affect the overall story I am interested in.

An important extension to the model is endogenizing the level of quality as a choice parameter

for sellers. There are both empirical and theoretical challenges in implementing this extension.

First, I need to have feedback from buyers to sellers, such as the eBay disputes system, which

is considered much more informative than the regular feedback system. This will enable me to

estimate the percentage of time that a seller will provide a low quality service as a function of their

reputation. Using this, one would be able to figure out whether sellers abuse their reputation or

the long run value of reputation is high enough to sustain high quality service for a long period of

time.

Another extension worth mentioning is endogenizing entry and exit of the sellers into the mar-
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ket. In this case, sellers would get a signal of their reputation upon entry to the market and they

can decide either to stay in the market or exit; and based on their past history at each period

they decide to either stay in the market and sell or exit the market. This will give me a better

understanding of the effect of reputation on the market and on the distribution of active sellers in

the market.

In the current version of this paper, the counterfactual is considered in a very extreme setup

where sellers do not have any heterogeneity among them. As a result of this extreme assumption,

sellers’ choice of quality is the same among sellers which is not what we observe in the usual models

of firms’ interactions. In the extensions to this paper, I should add another source of heterogeneity

other than the signals that I study. Sellers can be different in their marginal costs or they may

have another weaker source to signal their qualities.
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Appendix

A Proof of Proposition 1

Proposition 2 Suppose that the solution to the functional equation (2) is unique. Then, the policy

function q∗ (η, γ,q−) is increasing in quality η.

Proof. Recall the functional equation (2) in the Section 3.3. To prove the proposition, I use a

method similar to Hopenhayn and Prescott [1992], adopted from Topkis [1998], and I show that

the objective function has increasing differences. To do so, first note that the optimal choice of φs

does not affect future values. Hence, I can define the following period profit function:

π̂(η, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3︸ ︷︷ ︸)
q−

= max
φs∈{0,1}

∫
π (q, φs, φp, x) f (x) dx (7)

subject to:

φs = 0 if η + γ < µs,

φp = 1 if

 q−1 + q−2 + q−3 > 3Qp

η + γ > µp

I prove the proposition in three steps:

Step 1. π̂ (η, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3) is supermodular in (η, q) and in (η, q−i) for i = 1, 2, 3.

Step 2. I show that the solution to the functional equation (2) is supermodular in (η, q−i) for

i = 1, 2, 3.

Step 3. The policy function is increasing in quality η.

Step 1. Here I show that π̂ (·) is supermodular in (η, q) and in (η, q−i) for i = 1, 2, 3. To show it

for (η, q), I need to show that when q′ > q and η′ > η then:

π̂
(
η′, γ, q,q−

)
− π̂ (η, γ, q,q−) ≤ π̂

(
η′, γ, q′,q−

)
− π̂

(
η, γ, q′,q−

)
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To formulate the above differences, note that given the analysis in Section 3.5 and the formula (4),

price for any seller is given by:

p (q, φp, φs, x) = f (q) + βpφ
p + βsφ

s + βpsφ
sφp + βxx

for some function of q, f (q). This implies that:

π̂
(
η′, γ, q,q−

)
− π̂ (η, γ, q,q−) =

[
βpφ

p
(
η′, γ,q−

)
+ βsφ

s
(
η′, q, γ,q−

)
+ βpsφ

s
(
η′, q, γ,q−

)
φp
(
η′, γ,q−

)
−βpφp (η, γ,q−)− βsφs (η, q, γ,q−)− βpsφs (η, q, γ,q−)φp (η, γ,q−)] q

−
[
φs
(
η′, q, γ,q−

)
− φs (η, q, γ,q−)

]
cs

Moreover, in the solution to the auxiliary problem (7),

φs (η, γ, q,q−) = 1 iff (βs + βspφ
p (η, γ,q−)) q ≥ cs and η + γ ≥ µs

where φp (·) is given by (3). Note that both of the function φp and φs are increasing in their

arguments. I prove the supermodularity claim by showing the following inequalities:

βp
[
φp
(
η′, γ,q−

)
− φp (η, γ,q−)

]
q ≤ βp

[
φp
(
η′, γ,q−

)
− φp (η, γ,q−)

]
q′

φs
(
η′, q, γ,q−

) ([
βs + βpsφ

p
(
η′, γ,q−

)]
q − cs

)
− φs (η, q, γ,q−) ([βs + βpsφ

p (η, γ,q−)] q − cs)

≤ φs
(
η′, q′, γ,q−

) ([
βs + βpsφ

p
(
η′, γ,q−

)]
q′ − cs

)
− φs

(
η, q′, γ,q−

) (
[βs + βpsφ

p (η, γ,q−)] q′ − cs
)

The top inequality is simply coming from the fact that φp (η, γ,q−) is increasing in η. Moreover,

to show that the bottom inequality is satisfied I can only focus on a case where φs (η, q, γ,q−) <

φs (η′, q, γ,q−) and φs (η, q′, γ,q−) = φs (η′, q′, γ,q−) = 1. Note that the LHS of the bottom

inequality is given by ([
βs + βpsφ

p
(
η′, γ,q−

)]
q − cs

)
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Moreover, since φs (η, q, γ,q−) = 0, I must have that [βs + βpsφ
p (η, γ,q−)] q − cs < 0. Therefore,

the following expression is higher than the LHS of the bottom inequality

([
βs + βpsφ

p
(
η′, γ,q−

)]
q − cs

)
− ([βs + βpsφ

p (η, γ,q−)] q − cs)

= βps
[
φp
(
η′, γ,q−

)
− φp (η, γ,q−)

]
q

Moreover, since φs (η, q′, γ,q−) = φs (η′, q′, γ,q−) = 1, the RHS of the inequality is given by

βps
[
φp
(
η′, γ,q−

)
− φp (η, γ,q−)

]
q′

and hence the inequality is satisfied by the fact that φp (η, γ,q−) is an increasing function of η.

Hence, I have shown that π̂ (η, γ, q,q−) is supermodular in (η, q).

To show supermodularity in (η, q−i), note that π̂ (·) is only a function of q−1 + q−2 + q−3 and

therefore, I only need to show supermodularity with respect to q−1. That is, I need to show that

if η′ > η and q′−1 > q−1

π̂
(
η, γ, q, q′−1, q−2, q−3

)
− π̂ (η, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3)

≤ π̂
(
η′, γ, q, q′−1, q−2, q−3

)
− π̂

(
η′, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3

)
The argument will be similar to the previous case. Any changes in profits, as a result of a change

in q−1, come from changes in φp. That is for the above differences not to be zero, I need to

have q−1 + q−2 + q−3 < 3Q ≤ q′−1 + q−2 + q−3. Moreover, since all of the rules specified above

for becoming powerseller and store are cutoff rules for η + γ, whenever φp
(
η, γ, q, q′−1, q−2, q−3

)
>

φp (η, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3), I must have φp
(
η′, γ, q, q′−1, q−2, q−3

)
> φp (η′, γ, q, q−1, q−2, q−3). Hence,

the above inequality must hold. This concludes our proof of supermodularity of π̂.

Step 2. Here I show that the solution to the functional equation above is supermodular. To

do so, since the set of continuous supermodular functions is closed, it is sufficient to show that the

transformation associated with the Bellman equation preserves supermodularity. That is for any

function v (η, γ,q−) that is supermodular in (η, q−i), the following function is also supermodular

in (η, q−i):

v̂ (η, γ,q−) = max
q
π̂ (η, γ, q,q−) + β

∫
v
(
η, γ′, (q, q−1, q−2)

)
g (γ) dγ
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To show this, note that the function

ṽ (η, γ, q,q−) = π̂ (η, γ, q,q−) + β

∫
v
(
η, γ′, (q, q−1, q−2)

)
g (γ) dγ

is supermodular. Therefore, by Lemma 1 in Hopenhayn and Prescott [1992], the function v̂ (η, γ,q−)

is also supermodular. This concludes step 2.

Step 3. Given the steps above, I know that the objective function in the above Bellman equation

is supermodular in (η, q) and (η, q−i). Now suppose to the contrary to the proposition , that there

exists η′ > η such the optimal solution under (η′, γ,q−), q′, is lower than the optimal solution under

(η, γ,q−), q. Given γ,q−, define the following function

f (η, q) = π̂ (η, γ, q,q−) + β

∫
v
(
η, γ′, (q, q−1, q−2)

)
g (γ) dγ

which is supermodular in (η, q). Hence,

f (η, q)− f
(
η, q′

)
≤ f

(
η′, q

)
− f

(
η′, q′

)
By optimality of q under η and uniqueness of the policy function, the LHS of the above inequality

is positive. Hence, so is the RHS. This contradicts with the fact that q′ is optimal under η′. Hence,

the policy function q∗ (η, γ,q−) must be increasing in η. Similarly, I can show that it is increasing

in q−i.

B Regression Discontinuity Design for Powerseller Status

eBay has used powerseller status as a signaling method and to certify some sellers over the rest.

This status shows the sellers’ ability for high volume of trade on the website and their consistent

positive track record over time. To qualify for the powerseller program as mentioned in the data

section, sellers need to have a high feedback score and also a high volume of sales, in addition to

following eBay rules to qualify for powerseller status.

After becoming a powerseller, a seller’s volume of trade and quality get checked every month.
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Table 11: Reasons for Removal from Powerseller Program

Reasons for Removal Percent

Low Sales 788084 75.56
Poor Feedback 65808 6.31
Business Account Violation 839 0.08
Past Due Account 74415 7.13
Below Specific Standard 87291 8.37

TOTAL REMOVAL 1043054

If any of the sellers’ characteristics, volume of trade or quality, is below the threshold set by eBay,

the seller gets either a warning from eBay or get removed from the program. Table 11 shows the

reasons that powersellers got removed from powerseller program according to eBay. In 75% of oc-

casions the reason for removal from the program was related to the low volume of trade; the other

reasons for removal usually relates to quality of sellers, for example, low feedback score, business

account violation.

To observe the effects of powerseller status on sellers’ volume of trade and profit, I track sell-

ers who became powersellers for the first time in their life cycle in the eBay marketplace. I look at

all sellers who became powersellers for the first time in January 2008 and also all the sellers who

lost their powerseller status during the same period of time.

I follow these sellers from a year before they became powersellers and a year after they became

powerseller and I get all the listings they have during this two year period. I normalize the time

period that sellers gained powerseller status or lost their powerseller status to period 0 and I assume

each period is a 15-day interval. Negative periods represent the time periods before the change and

positive periods represent the time periods after the change.

I expect to observe an increase in sale and revenue for sellers when they become powersellers.

Graph 10 shows the average prices of items sold by sellers who became powerseller for the first

time. Each point in the graph shows the average prices of all sales done by sellers in the study

during that period. Period 0, as mentioned, is the date that these sellers became powersellers

and the graph tracks sellers one year before and after the change. We cannot observe a definitive

increase in price as a result of becoming a powerseller in Graph 10. It may be because sellers will
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Figure 10: Average Final Price, Sellers Who Became Powersellers in Period 0

try to sell more items to meet the requirements; therefore, the powersellers may try to sell cheaper

items to stay above threshold. To study the effect of powerseller status on price further I control

for the value of the objects which is hard to do when we look at all the items on the eBay website.14

Figure 11 shows the total number of transactions in each period for sellers who become pow-

ersellers. The total number of transactions has a positive trend with a break at period zero. Figure

12 shows the average revenue for these sellers. The revenue for the sellers increase after they became

powersellers. So overall the powerseller status has a positive effect on sellers’ revenue after they

enroll in the program.

Figure 13 shows the average price of items sold by sellers who lost their powerseller status in Jan-

uary 2008. There is a decreasing trend for price of sellers who lose their powerseller status. The

effect of decreased price will magnify for these sellers when we add the effects of losing powerseller

status on the quantity of items they can sell on the market. Figure 14 shows s sharp decline on

the the average number of items these sellers can sell each period after they lose their powerseller

14The items on the eBay dataset usually do not have a good measure for value, they are not very well categorized
at this point.
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Figure 11: Number of Sales, Sellers Who Became Powersellers in Period 0
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Figure 12: Average Revenue, Sellers Who Became Powersellers in Period 0
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Figure 13: Average Prices, Sellers Who Lost Their Powerseller Status in Period 0

status. The combination of the two effects is shown in Figure 15 as an even sharper decline in

revenue of these sellers.

C Demand Function Estimation Robustness

As mentioned in the data section, I estimate a structural demand function based on the buyers’

utility function. In this section I run a simple OLS regression of price over additional characteristics

of sellers and characteristics of items sold by them to show the robustness of the results when it

comes to the effect of powerseller status and store status. The results in this section shows that

when we control for the sellers with a high levels of sales we still see the positive effect of powerseller

and store status. Moreover, when we control for the condition of the items sold, if they are new or

used, we see that the powerseller and store still have a positive effect with a higher effect when we

are only looking at used items.

Table 12 reports the OLS results. The first column includes only the seller characteristics. In

addition to powerseller status and store status, I also include other sellers’ characteristics– number

of days a seller has being active in the market which I will call age, amount of information entered
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Figure 14: Number of Sales, Sellers Who Lost Their Powerseller Status in Period 0
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Figure 15: Average Revenue, Sellers Who Lost Their Powerseller Status in Period 0
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by sellers on the listing page, if sellers have provided their phone number in their listing page,

existence of “About-me“ page,15 and if the listing was in a fixed price format: ”Buy in Now.“

Table 12 shows that being a powerseller or a registered store on eBay has a positive effect on

the price. The coefficient of variable age shows that being on the eBay website for one additional

year will give a seller about a three-dollar boost in the final price. Additionally, having more text

has a positive effect on the price.16 The “About-me” coefficient has a negative effect on the price.

The reason behind this effect is that the option of having an “About-me” web page was more

popular during the starting days of eBay. However, iPod is a newer sub category on eBay and most

of the big sellers in this category are newer sellers; therefore, the coefficient on the “About-me”

variable picks up the effect of older sellers versus newer sellers.

Column II represents the coefficients when we only consider the characteristics of the items sold on

eBay. As expected, if the condition of the iPod is new or refurbished, it results in a price premium.

Also a higher level of internal memory, gigabyte of internal memory, of the iPods results in higher

prices. I also added dummy variables for different brands of iPods which also have the expected

coefficients.

Column III of Table 12 includes both seller and item characteristics. The effect of powerseller

status and store status is lower compared to the results in column I. This shows that powersellers

and stores tend to sell better quality products and when we control for item characteristics the ef-

fect of powerseller status and store status diminish. However, the effect of these reputation related

variables is still very high; the premium on powerseller status is 29 dollars which is about 15% of

the price of the items sold in this category, iPods. The premium on Store status is about $8.6

which is about 5% of the price of items in this category.

Column IV represents only sellers with more than 25 sales in my sample. The effect of store

and powerseller status declines when we only focus on this sample of data. This change in the

effect of the reputational signals arises because we are in a pool of sellers with a higher volume

of sale, and therefore higher experience. So the signal for these sellers is less important than for

15Sellers can enter a web page called “About-me“ and explain their business on this page for buyers to see.
16Note that the two variables, text and description size, represent different measures of information entered on the

web page. They are highly correlated and having only one of them in the regression results in a positive coefficient.
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smaller sellers with lower volume of sales.

Buyers take reputation of sellers more into account when they are buying an item with a less

pre-determined value, i.e. used goods versus new goods. Table 13 shows the regression results for

used versus new items. Powerseller status and store status have remarkably higher effects for a used

item versus a new item. The market value of a new iPod is pre-determined. In this case buyers

may be more confident to buy from a more trustworthy seller because they expect better shipping

experience and better communications, or in the extreme cases: fear of receiving a used iPod as a

new one from a less reputable seller. On the other hand, when buying a used iPod there are many

aspects of the item quality that can be misrepresented by a fraudulent seller; therefore, the value

of reputation in the market becomes very high.

In the last column of Table 13, I include feedback score and feedback percentage to the regres-

sors in the third column. After the end of a transaction seller and buyer can leave each other

feedback. These feedback can be positive, negative, or neutral. Feedback percentage is percentage

of positive feedback among all feedback that a seller has received. Feedback score is number of

positive feedback received minus number of negative feedback received by a seller. Many of the

papers written about the effects of reputation of eBay only focus on feedback scores and feedback

percentage of the sellers. This regression shows that, controlling for powerseller status and store

status, these two variables do not have a high effect on final price. Feedback percentage is a number

between 0 and 100, with an average of 99% for the active sellers’ on the market. When comparing

a seller with perfect feedback percentage, 100% feedback percentage, and a seller in 25% percentile,

98% feedback percentage, the effect of feedback percentage on price is $0.75. The coefficient on

feedback score is negative when we control for the size of the sellers.
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Table 12: Regression Result for iPod

Price

I II III IV

Powerseller 80.04 29.26 9.29
(0.75) (0.81) (0.31)

Store 40.67 8.62 4.31
(0.65) (0.42) (0.36)

Age 0.01 0.008 0.005
(0.00) (0.0002) (0.0001)

Phone 21.19 0.68 -5.39
(0.72) (0.50) (0.40)

Text -0.003 -0.001 -0.0004
(8.0E-05) (4.3E-05) (4E-05)

Description 0.001 0.0004 0.0002
(2.4E-05) (1.4E-05) (1.2E-05)

About Me -14.89 -15.07 -5.69
(0.91) (0.53) (0.37)

Buy it Now 26.20 36.62 5.38
(3.26) (2.09) (0.54)

New 31.02 29.43 48.27
(0.52) (0.55) (0.34)

Refurbished 11.04 3.32 12.42
(0.39) (0.45) (0.32)

Internal Memory 1.43 1.40 1.41
(0.02) (0.02) (0.008)

Nano 87.72 46.16 64.89
(0.34) (1.05) (0.30)

Mini 52.02 3.62 34.02
(0.60) (1.25) (0.46)

Classic 44.33 2.50 24.94
(1.80) (1.98) (0.70)

Shuffle 27.82 -14.37 7.07
(0.31) (1.05) (0.34)

Touch 195.66 152.11 179.61
(0.52) (1.17) (0.41)

Video 58.99 19.69 43.63
(1.16) (1.50) (0.58)

R2 0.72 0.93 0.94 0.92

I: Only Sellers’ Characteristics
II: Only Item Characteristics,
III: Both Sellers’ and item Characteristics,
IV: Both Sellers’ and item Characteristics, Sellers > 25 Sales
Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001
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Table 13: Regression Result for iPod, New vs. Used Items

Price

Original New Items Used Items Feedback

Powerseller 29.27*** 6.37*** 35.95*** 17.41***
(0.82) (1.51) (0.91) (0.80)

Store 8.62*** 0.36 11.53*** 15.49***
(0.42) (1.09) (0.45) (0.42)

Age 0.008*** 0.01*** 0.006*** 0.008***
(0.0002) (0.0007) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Phone 0.68 -7.84*** 5.58*** -3.95***
(0.49) (1.28) (0.58) (0.46)

Description Size 0.0004*** -0.0001* 0.0006*** 0.0005***
(0.00001) (0.00004) (0.00002) (0.00001)

Text -0.001*** 0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001***
(0.00004) (0.0001) (0.00004) (0.00004)

About me -15.07*** -1.16 -13.75*** -15.77***
(0.53) (1.59) (0.55) (0.48)

Buy it Now 36.62*** -31.29*** 66.24*** 24.95***
(2.09) (3.24) (2.33) (2.07)

New 29.43*** 36.96***
(0.55) (0.54)

Refurbished 3.31*** 0.51 15.13***
(0.44) (0.47) (0.41)

Internal Memory 1.40*** 1.55*** 1.36*** 1.48***
(0.017) (0.07) (0.08) (0.02)

Nano 46.16*** 101.40*** 41.17*** 38.79***
(1.051) (2.67) (1.14) (0.99)

Mini 3.62** -4.41** -1.76
(1.25) (1.35) (1.28)

Classic 2.50 45.35*** -0.23 -12.87***
(1.98) (8.16) (2.05) (1.98)

Shuffle -14.37*** 19.41*** -14.00*** -15.40***
(1.06) (2.37) (1.15) (0.98)

Touch 152.1*** 209.0*** 147.6*** 147.1***
(1.17) (3.28) (1.26) (1.09)

Video 19.69*** 106.8*** 16.17*** 15.63***
(1.49) (4.56) (1.54) (1.43)

Feedback Percentage 0.37***
(0.006)

Feedback Score -0.00006***
(0.000002)

R2 0.94 0.96 0.94 0.95

Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001
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